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Ilutroduction. 

In the preceding paper [4], we treated the characterization of the family of 

potential theoretic measures G+ (ip) . Generally considering the characterization 

of the family G+ (ip) ? we defined a concept "T-kernel" and proved that 

Newtonian kernel (~N and the kernel (1) vv associated with the heat equation 

are T-kernels. The present paper deals with two remarks on potential theoretic 

kernels which have continuous potentials ; the first is concerned with T-1,･.ernel 

and the second is done with the domination principles for a)Tv~Potential. In 

the first section we shall remark that a-kernel and Green kernel are also 

T-kernels. In the s econd section we sha:11 introduce'a definition of C-domination 

principle and we shall prove that the kernel ~ w does not satisfy the ordinary 

domination principle but it satisiies the C-domination principle. 

1 . Preliminary. 

Let ~2) be a locally compact Hausdorff space and ip (x, y) a measurable 
function in ~ x 12. A kernel ~ (x, y) defined by ~ (x, y) ip (y? x) is called the 

adjoint kernel to ip (x, y) . We denote ip+ (x, y) sup (lp (x, y) ? O) and ip- (x, y) -

- inJ (ip (x, y) , O) . Then c (x, y) is equal to c+ (x, y) - ip- (x, y) . The ip-potential 
*
 = f of a positive Radon measure /L in ~~ is defined by ip/L (x) c (x, y) d// (y) , 

provided that ip+/L(x) and c-/~(x) are not infinity at the same time. A kernel 
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ip (x, y) is called S-kernel if there exists at least such a positive measure ~ that 

the ~upport S; is compact and the potentials c+~ (x) and c-~ (x) are continuous in 

~~. In case that c (x, y) is S -･kernel, we deLine the following classes of measures, 

F+ (c) {~ : ~ > o, S1 colnpact, ip+~ and lp-~ contmuous m ~~} 

.*' * " ¥ , ip+/id~ and c-l~d~ G (ip) {/~ p. .~' O 

A kernel ip (x, y) is called T-kernel if ip (x, y) is a non-negative S-kernel and 

for any compact set K there exist such a point XK in ~, a relatively compact 

open set UK.. containing r._~, and a positiv_e constant MK depending on XK and 

UK that ~ (x, y) 

~¥UK denotes the cornplelnentary set of UI( ' For a T-kernel lp and a compact 

set K, we shall denote by EK the set of all points XK With the above properties 

And in [4]9 we obtained the following result. 

Theorem I . S'uppose that ip (x, y) is a T-kernel in ~~. 

If a nan-negotive measure fL is such a measure that, for any compact set K 

is ~, there exists a point XK in EK that ip/L (xJ~-) 

of G+ (ip) . If for any compact set K, Ek contains some open set, and there 

exists a positive measure ~ of F + (ip) , of which the su.pport S; is contained by 

Ek, then the converse holds. 

2 . cil-kernel aYad Greeln kcrnel are T-kerraels 

a-kernel ~)" (x, y) in R" is defined by ~)" (x, y) I (O 
lx-y 7~" 

In [4], applying the axiomatic theory of harmonic function, we proved that 

c'N and ~'w are T-kernels, but for ~" we can not apply axiomatic method. 

Therefore we must consider directly behaviour of the kernel ~)" in the 

neighborhood of the Alexan.droff point (D of the spacc R". Now, Iet 9 be 

the compactification of ~~), adding the Alexandroff point (L) of ~~. 

Lemlna. Let ip (x, y) be a positive S-kernel in 12). If for any compact set 

K, there exists such a point xlc in ~~ that limsup ~ (x, y) /~ (xK, y) is uniformly 

y~w 
bounded with respect to al./ points x of K, then the kernel ip (x, y) is a T-kernel. 

Proof. According to the assumption, we have the finite supremum M 
sup limsup ~ (x, y) /~ (xlf'y) , and M is a finite positive constant. Therefore, 

xeK y~~ 
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for any e > o there exists such a neighborhood V~ of the Alexandroff point 

(D, that the inequality ~ (x, y) /~ (xK, y) 

compact set K and for any point y of the neighborhood Vco' Since the 

complementary set of V~ is compact, there exists a relatively open set UK 

which contains the compact set (9¥Vco) U K and of which the closure is contained 

by ~2. Then the complementary set ~~¥U1~:- is contained by the neighborhood 

Vco' If we substitute MK for M+e, we have that ~ (x, y) /~ (xK,y) 

any point y of ~2¥UK and for any point x of K, 

Theorem 2. a-kernel ~" (O 

lemma. Ther~fore a-kernel ~)" (O 

with R" for any compact set K contained irl' R"'. 

Proof. It is clear that a-kernel ~)" (O 

S-kernel. The function ~" (r) l/r"~" (r > o, O 

decreasing with respect to r. For any point XK Of R~, we set 

Rh - sup lx-xKl for given compact set K, and 
xeK 

Elr, XK {x : Ix-x I 
 RK} 

K 

We have the following inequalities 

0

t
 for any point x of K and for any poi-i-It y of R~ " tb:nir, XK ' 

According to the monotonous decrease of the function ~"? we have the 

following inequalities 

~"( x yl) 

~"(x,y) _ ~) (Ix yD and * ~) (xl~'y) ~" ( I xK-yl) ep" ( I XK y I ) 

lx -yl lx-xKl '_ I x XK "-" "-" K 

lxK yl y XK 
for any point x of K and for any point y of R"I¥Br, XK ' 

From the symmetricity of the a-kernel ~"9 the inequality 
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v limsup ~)" (x, y) 

v --y~co c)" (xK, y) 

Consequently, by the lemma the kernel ~" is a T-kernel. Since we can take 

an ~rbitrary point of R" as xl'~' then EK is identified with R" for any compact 

set K. 

In succession? we shall prove that Green kernel is a T-kernel. 

Let ~ be a harmonic space satisfying BRELOT-BAUER 's axiom, and let function 

1 be harmonic in ~2. Now we define Green kernel in dornain D C ~~) by the 

function G (x, y) with the following properties ; 

(1) G (x~ y) is positive in D>(D~ 

(2) G (x, y) is continuous in D)

(3) Iim G (x~ y) O for any y of D, where aJ is AlexandrofL point of D, 

x~~ xeD_ ' ' (4) C1' (x~ _y) i** sup~~ erharmonic in D with respect- to x, and G (-x, y). is harmonic 

in any subdomain V of D with respect, to x, when V doe_s not ~ contain 

y. 

Theorem 3. The G7-een ke/~nel G (x, y) is a T-kernel and E - is identifred 
R 

with the dolnain. D f'or any colnpact subset K of D. 

Proof. For any compact subset K of D and for any point XK Of D, there 

exists such a relatively compact open set UK, which contains the compact set 

K and the point xA-; and of which the closure is contained in D. 

We set C~ - su,p G (x y) and ~ inf G (xK, y) Smce OU and K 
* xeh_~, s'=- ar_rl*~ ye6UK . " are cornpact? G (x, y) and G (xJ~:~' y) are positive by property (1) and ~ (x, y) is 

continuous for x ~ y in D by property (2) , then both valu6s a and ~ are 

ct' ' finite and positive. Therefore ' G (xK, y) - G (x, y) > o is valid for any point 
p
 x of K and for any point y of the boundary OK. 

By the property (3) , the equality 

' lim ( a G(x- y) -~(x;y)) ~ Iim a G(y,xA-) -lim G(y,x) O 
I*' 

y~co ~ y~w p y~co 
holds for any point x of K. 

It is well know~n that if the function I is harmonic, we have the following 

minimum principle. 
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Minimunu Principle. If u is a superharmonic function in the dolhain D, 

D C D C ~, and satisfies liminf u (x) > o for any y of OD, then u is non-
xeD x~y 

negative in D. 

By the property (4) ~ (x, y) and ~ (xK~y) are harmonic with respect to y in 

the domain D l¥UK, because D¥¥UK does not contain the points x and XK ' 

G (xK, y) - G (x, y) is superharmonic with respect to y in D UK . ~
 Therefore by the minimum principle we obtain the following inequality 

a ~ (xK, y) -G(x, y) > O for any point x of K and for any point y of D¥~UK ' 

p K ~ , we have the following inequality 
Setting M + 

G(x, y) for any point x of K and for any point y of D UK. Since XK is an arbitrary point of D, then EK is identifred wrth D for any 

compact set K. 

3 . Dornination Principles. In this section we use the following def-inition 

concerning with domination principles 

Definition. We say that S-kernel c satisfies the domination principle (resp. 

C-domination principle) , if for any positive measure ~ (resp. of F+ (c) ) with 

com.pact support S; and for any positive measure /Lp the inequality lp~ (x) 

in the whole space follows from the same inequality ip~ (x) 

support S1' 

It is well known that c~-kernel ~)" satisfies the domination principle, but we 

have the following theorem concerning with the kernel ~) w ' 

Theorem 4 . The kernel c w does not sati"'fy the domination principle, but 

it satisfies the C-domination principle. 

Proof. We use a compact subset K = {x - (xl" " ' x~) : ai 

l> 2.. . . , n-1), x~ ~ c for constants ai, bi, (ai 

{x (x, . . . , x~) : x~ 

/L a pos~rtive measure with compact support in D. Then ~'wfL (xo) and ~)Tv~/ (xo) 

¥
 

are finite for an arbitrary point xo Of R" D. The potential c) w~/ (x) vanishes 

on K and ~ w/Lt (x) is positive on K. Consequently; we have the inequality 

~)w~/ (x) 

and finite. Then we can take such a positive number M that' M ~) w~/ (xo) > 

~)w// (xo) ' If we set ~ - M~/, we have the following inequalities; 

~)w~(x) 

 ~)w/h (x~) ' 
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This shows that ~ Tv does not satisfy the domination principle. 

Now9 we show that ~) w Satisfies the C-domination principle. Let ~ be a 

measure of F+ (~)w) , /~L a positive measure and suppose that we have the 

mequality ~Tv~ (x) 

C-domination principlep it is sufficient to prove that the inequality ~) w~ (x) 

l /~ (x) -~w~ (x) is lower semi-continuous ~Tv/~ (x) holds in R" S1' The function ,a)w 

and we have the following inequalities 

liminf {~vr/L (y) -~)w~ (y) } > ~Tv/L (x) - ~w~ (x) > o, 
y ~x 

¥
 

where x is a boundary point of S; and y is a point of R" S1' On the other 

handp by the property of the kernel ~) wp a) w~ (x) is an element of the class Co, 

where ~Co denotes the set of all continuous functions tending to zero at the 

Alexandroff point (v. Since the function a) Tv/~ (x) - ~~ TV~ (x) is a superharmonic 

t
 

function in R~ S;' by the minimum principle, we have immediately the desired 

inequalty. 
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